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The hobby of paper money collecting is growing; with
many newcomers added to our fraternity each year. With
that growth, we need a better, more specific and yet easily
understandable system of grading. We need to merge the
best features of the grading systems available now to create
a grading system tailored to meet the needs of our hobby.

Some preliminary thoughts were presented in an article
which I wrote for Paper Money in No. 57, pp. 137-38.
_Dose ideas have been modified, resulting in the grading
system described in this proposal.

The objectives of a revised grading system would be
several: the system should provide for a clear and
reasonably concise means of evaluating currency. It should
encourage a means of complete description which would
nerrnit evaluation in terms relative to the standard
published catalogs. It also seems important that the system
should be such as to permit the neophyte in the paper
currency field to both understand grading and also to grade
currency properly.

Paper Money

particular task covering particular material but do not relate
to degrees of perfection. In the case of grading paper
money (and for that matter, coins), we are trying to
compare the condition of the item being graded to a state
of perfection. For this reason, I feel that the value of 100 is
the logical choice for describing the nominal state of
perfection for a given paper currency item.

More controversial, however, is the next point. I feel
that the grade of 100 should be assigned to notes having the
average degree of perfection which was typical of
production at the time the note was printed. This level of
100 would, I believe, correspond to the "new" conditions
listed currently in the various paper money catalogs. In the
case of small size currency, new notes graded at 100 would
be without flaws and would be reasonably well centered. In
the case of First Charter National Bank Notes, a new note,
graded as 100, might have less than optimum centering,
evidence of overinking or underinking, smudges of red ink
from serial numbers or seal on the back of the note, a
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In my judgment, such a grading system would
consist of three elements:

1. Verbal description
2. Numerical rating of grade
3. Provision for comment on modifications to grading
such as tears, paper flaws, and other types of defects
or conditions not covered in a verbal or numerical
grading

The verbal description part of the grading system would
be similar to that currently in use in standard paper money
catalogs. It might be possible, however, to make the
descriptions more concise or specific in order to reduce the
possibilities of accidental misgrading.

The numerical aspects of grading can be quite important
to the overall grading system and I think warrant some
discussion at this point. From an overall concept, I favor
the 0-100 basis for grading currency. I realize that this is in
conflict with the 0-70 basis now coming into use for coins.

Admittedly, there are many grading systems in use
which incorporate a basis other than 0-100. In academics,
for example, 4.0 is considered a perfect test score.
Scholastic apptitude tests have, for many years, used a
value of 800 as a perfect test score. And there are many
others. All of these, however, relate to performance in a

transfer from the wet sheet underneath it which had
occurred in printing, etc.

In other words, there are generally found in early notes a
number of minor flaws which nevertheless are typical of the
"new" condition of such notes. Carrying this logic a bit
further, superb and gem notes of these early types which
generally command a premium value above catalog listing
of "new " would have grading above the level of 100. In
describing a note in this condition, i.e., "gem" or "superb,"
to which a grading value in excess of 100 is assigned, the
grader would mention the condition or conditions which
justify claims to this grade.

Modifications to the verbal description of grading should
be provided for specific kinds of defects not covered by a
general grading description. Such things as tears, flaws in
the paper, stains, and other specific features not necessarily
a part of general circulation should be covered as part of
the complete description.

With the above thoughts in mind, I am proposing a
grading system something like the following:

130-120-110-SUPERB, GEM: This category is reserved
for notes whose quality exceed that which is typical of the
era in which the note was printed. The condition is
generally applicable only to notes printed before 1890
(except in the case of centering) and would describe notes
perfectly printed, well centered, with a good impression of
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serial numbers, bright signatures in the case of National
Bank Notes, etc. The gem category would only be used for
notes which clearly exceed the then-current production
standards. When the gem category is specified, with a
numerical rating in excess of 100, that quality which caused
the note to be graded as a gem should also be indicated in
the description.

100 NEW (OR CRISP UNCIRCULATED): A new note
is one which is in the average condition in which it was
distributed by the Treasury Department. Issues since 1890
or so would be generally free of defects and have reasonable
centering. An exception to this might be in the case of the
hand trimmed National Bank Notes in which case an
otherwise new note which was unusually well trimmed
might rate a better grade. Considering 1870 production,
however, poor centering or close trimming, an occassional
grain in the paper, a red smear on the back of the note from
the wet seal or charter number of the note underneath,
would all be included as possible typical defects but still
permit the note to be otherwise defined as new. This
describes the average new note. A new note would contain
no pin holes and must be free of folds, counting creases and
even the faintest sign of aging.

95 UNCIRCULATED: In current practice, it seems to
me that uncirculated defines a condition distinguishable
from the new. It describes a note which never saw
circulation, but which may have a teller's crease from
counting or a pin hole or two, or in general, very faint signs
of handling. An uncirculated note is just a trace lower than
a new note in quality. It would contain no folds, wrinkles,
or stains. In some cases, notes which might otherwise be
graded as new should be downgraded a bit because of a
general glazing over the surface resulting simply from
sliding in and out of holders over a period of many years.
There are a variety of conditions often found in currency
which downgrades the note slightly from "new", but
nevertheless which do not represent a series detraction in
quality.

90 ABOUT UNCIRCULATED: An about uncirculated
note describes to me a note which has all of the color and
brightness of a new note, but which may have a faint center
fold, traces of corner folds, or more than one or two
counting creases. An "about uncirculated" note would be
altogether crisp, but with these moderate signs of handling.

85 XF-AU: This condition would be completely crisp
and bright with the possibility of faint folds visible by
holding the note up to transmitted light.

80-75-70-EXTREMELY FINE: An extremely fine note
has positive evidence of circulation, but is still bright and
retains much crispness. Folding is still minor. Discoloration
other than very minor stains would not be permitted in this
grade.

65.60-VG-XF: These notes may have vertical folds, but
not so heavy as to break the ink in the surface of the note.
Brightness and some crispness is usually retained.

55-50.45-VERY FINE: A very fine note has seen
moderate circulation. The paper is well creased and flexed.
The note retains brightness of the ink and possibly even a
trace of crispness is present in the paper. Folding might be
present in a very fine note to the extent that just a bit of
ink is broken at the surface of one or two creases. Anything

more pronounced in the way of ink breakthrough would
lower the grade. Some light soiling would also be
permissable as might be slight wear at the edges and the
corners. A note with significant local staining or spottin
cannot, however, be classed as VF.

40-35-F-VF: The F-VF category is reserved for notes
which are more heavily creased in the VF category,
which still retain a bright appearance. Similarly, notes
which are not heavily worn but which are discolored
through aging, spots and staining would be depressed from
the VF category to perhaps this one.

30-25-20-FINE: Fine notes have seen considerable use
and may have prominent folds and moderate, but hopefull7
uniform soiling. Ink will be broken at main folds but all of
the features of the design will be distinguishable.

15 VERY GOOD: These notes will exhibit a lot of wear
and soil, but will be intact. There will be no missing piece.:
and no major tears. Although minor tears in the margin are
frequently found in very good notes. Localized wear,
staining would suggest a still lower grade.

10 GOOD. Good notes are generally intact, but
been very well circulated, Although a good note may be
somewhat faded or soiled due to extensive circulation, all
the features of the design will be legible.

5 FAIR: A fair note, not generally considered as
collectible item is one which could generally be identified
as to the type or series but which is very soiled, or WilkCh.

has been extensively mended, etc.
The above comments summarize some impressions on

what might be an appropriate system for grading paper
money. I feel very strongly that the 0-100 system with
grades in excess of 100 for defining "super" notes is an
appropriate numerical approach. Among other things, it
permits some kind of reasonable correlation to values of
notes as indicated in catalogs. The verbal descriptions listed
above certainly can be improved and made both more
complete and more concise. I would like to see a
commonality of understanding reached in this subject area
so that guides for grading can be published in appropriate
currency journals.

Strange Name, Strong Price
Interesting bank and location names are a fascination for

many collectors of National Currency. This 19024908 $20
on the First N.B. of Horse Cave, Ky., grading only VG end
estimated at $75 in the William Donlon auction on
November 10, sold for a startling $700. The buyet
apparently heeded the cataloger's warning "You might
never see another."
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